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.ABSTRACT

In orthodontíc treatment, the movement of

teeth is performed with the aid of srnalJ- springs"

These springs, calJ.ed orthodontic appliances, are

made of stainfess steel wire forned into complex,

convoluted shapes. The present lack of quantítatj-ve

information concerning their perforr¡ance is a hin-

d.rance in the continuing attempts to improve the

efficiency an<i efficacy of orthodontic treatment"

Thus the development of an instrument for measuring

the forces and. moments delivered by orthodontic ap-

pliances was undertaken. Such an instrument should,

idea j-3.y, proviile three-dimensional f orce measure¡nent

in the range 1250 9f (tI gf) and three-dimensional

moment measurement in !2000 mm gf (tlo ¡m Sf) "

The instrument developed uses strain gage

force transducers and has the capability of measur-

ing the force and moment characÈeristics reLevant

to the orthodontic needs. A míni-computer controls

-t]le acquisítion of data from the instrument and ma-

'nipulates these data into a form suitable for assess-

.ment by an orthodontist researcher. The major prob-

le¡n of stiction occurring at some point of the in-

strunent r^ras overcome but due to a limitation of time
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and of the perforrnance of the designed testing equíp-

ment, onl-y the first hemísphere of the space was tested'

ïmperfection in performance due to buckling in some

transducers was observed but methods for removing

these ímperfectíons have been given' Ilowever, re-

sults from the Prototype instrument were encourag-

íng and sho\4t that an intproved version can be built

which will satisfy all of the orthodontic require-

men ts .
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lAl Conversion matrix
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]-. INTRODUCTION

From the earliest days of dentistr:y, orthodon-

tics has always been part of it and has played an impor-

tant role in dental treatment. The orthodontic treatment

deafs with malocclusion and Provides a means for effect-

ing substantial changes in the position of teeth thereby

improving occlusion "

Although the problems in orthodontics are mech-

anical in nature due to Èhe fact that no motion can take

place i^tithout the application of force, there is an im-

portant biotogical factor which differentiates the ortho-

dontic problem from other problems in mechanics " The

change of position of a tooth in response to an applied

force is made possible by the inherent ability of the bone

tissue to resorb and rebuÍId under the influence of pres-

sure st.imuli providing the pressure is kept within phys-

iological limits, consequently J-imiting the magnitude of

the appJ-ied force to a range of a fer^t grams-force (gf)

to a maximum of 200 gf. The motion of a particular tooth

is in the order of a few mil-limeters (mm), and can take

place in the three spatial dimensions, so the force-system

must be applied I4Ii th a lot of care and controlLed with re-

spect to the neighboríng teeth.

The uses of different techniques and the com-

plexj.ty of the oral environment as well as the li¡nited

area of the crown of a tooth make the mechanical means to
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generate forces very compLex in structure" These "gener-

ators" of force cal-l-ed orthodontic appliances are alL

based upon spring structures and will vary from a single

arch wire or a coil spring to very complex springs as can

be seen in Figure 1-1" Up to nor^¡, only Èhe orthodon-

tistrs experience based upon his erpírical knowledge of

the mechanical and biological uncertainties allows him

to choose the most suitabte and appropriate structure

of an orthodontic appliance to move a particular tooth

or ro$r of teeth within the context of the oral- environ-

ment, Due to tremendous developmenÈ in the orthodontic

field in the last decade the need for a better understand-

ing of the phenomena Ínvolved has developed"

A brief review of the general literature in the

fietd of orÈhodontics (1, 2) indicates that thê fund.amen-

tal behavior of orthodontic appliances is not well under-

stood. Hor4rever, such an understanding of behavior is

particularly critical in the application of the segmented

arch technique. A precise knowledge of the performances

of the orthodontic appliances is therefore considered of

great importance in the devel-opment of techniques to be

useil by the orthodontists. Hence the main thrust of the

work here is thaÈ of developing techniques and instru-

ments to provide a fundamental knowledge of orthodontic

appliances. Since the last decade many orthodontist re-
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FTGURE 1-I EXAMPI,E OF APPLTANCES
IN ORTIIODONTIC TREATMENT
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searchers have seriously investigated, rl¡i th little suc-

cess, the mechanical response of orthodontic appliances'

None of them have succeeded in designing an instrument

which could measure the three dimensional force-system

developed by these appliances (3, 4). This could be

due to a l-ack of cooperation betr^teen orthodontists and

engineers .

Osring to several personal talks r¿ith the or-

thodontist researcher, Doctor G' Winburn, who works

closely with Doctor K. R. Mclach1an from CiviJ' Engineer-

ing, the author became interested in the problem of de-

signing a measurement instrument r¡hich could provide a

hray to select and classify the present orthodontic ap-

pliances with respect to their mechanical characteris-

tics "
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2. INSTRUMENT REQUIREMENTS

By far the tr^to most important criteria that

this instrument should meet are that it be easy for Èhe

orthodontist researchers to use and that it enable them

to measure in three dimensions the force and moment de-

livered by an orthodontic appliance. To satisfy these

two major criteria, one must develop a statement of per-

formance requirements that the instrument must meet.

First of aLl the instrument must reflect the

oral environ¡nent situation as closely as possible and

the resul-ts must be displayed in a form easily inter-

preted by the orthodontist. Thus the instrument must be

kêpt as smaÌl as possible but nìust allow enough room to

place a modet tooth at its center of resistance and

must, at least,.leave a free solid angle of 180 degrees.

Due to the large amount of data to be treated, there

should also be an autonatic coll-ection and reduction

of data. It is worÈh noting that the technoLogy needed

to perform Èhis l-ast requirement offers many vrays to

organize and to display the final results-

Secondly with the help of the existing litera-

ture dealíng with the force-systems delivered by the or-

thodontíc appliances (5, 6) and wíth many talks with or-

thoilontists ( 10, l-1 ) the main mechanicaL characteris-

tics of the ínstrumenÈ such as its ranger its sensitiv-
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ity and its constraints, côuld be defined" A change of

geometri.cal configuration (never more than a few ¡nil-

limeters in orthodontics) causes the orthodontic appli-

ance to generate a three dimensional force and moment

system. Depending upon the dimensional- characteris-

tics of the appliance strucÈures, the force generated

can range from a few gf to about 200 gf and the moment

can ra.nge from a few hundred millimeter gram-force

( Íun Sf) to about 2,000 mm gf. Thus it follows that

the instrument should have a sensitivity at least equal

Èo the units used, that is, J- gf and I00 mm gf and have

the capacity to measure a maximum force magnitude of

2CO gf. and a maximum moment magnitude of 2,000 mm gf

in any directÍon. The instrumenL must also have a means

of activating a{ly orthodontic appliance attached to the

model tooth within a range of t mm to 10 rur for Èhe

l-inear change of configuration and from a few degrees

to 180 degrees for the angular change" From these last

requirements one can clearly see that any measurement

of a force and moment should never geometrically dis-

tort any part of the instrument more than 0.1 mm in

order that no significant interference ltith the activa-

tion of an appliance could take place.
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3. TNSTRUMENT DEVELOPMENT

3.1 Díscussion of Methods and Techniques

Many methods of investigating the performance of

orthodontic appliances are possibJ-e" Some of them do not

even involve the use of an instrument. For instancè a

statistical technique could have been used in a clinical

situation but the lack of reliability of the mechanicaÌ

and biological responses and the massive data required

due to the great. number of appliances would not have pro-

vided a r^tay of characterizing new appliances before appli-

cation. An approach based only on theoretical analysis

would not have permittêd the investigation of all appli-

ances due to the great difficulty of anal.ysing their

structures even using the finite el-ement method (7) 
"

Thus in light of the above difficulties the need for a

practical approach appears necessary' One direch and

practical method could be that of idealizing the gum

surrounding the model tooth by an elastic base and to

measure the displacement of the tooth under the ortho-

dontic forces. But in reference to the values given in

the discussion of the instrument requirement, the size

of the <lisplacement of the nodel tooth would require an

exotic and not commonly used technology to measure it.

Therefore the next practical method was to measure di-

rectly the force and moment components delivered by or-

thodontic appliances. Direct. measurement is possible by
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using a weightbridge technique for each of the six com-

ponents of the force-system. Since the monent component

is a scalar product of force component and d.istance,

clearly the measurement of moment becomes a problem of

measuring force. It must be kept in mind that several

methods are available to determine the six components

from force measurements. ?rrro such methods are the servo-

mechanical method and the strain bridge method" The de-

vices using these methods require síx force transducers

placed in an appropriate geometrical- configuration in

order that the computation of the six components involves

a linear combination of the six transducer responses"

Servomechanical and strain bridge devices are often used.

for studies in wind tunnels (8) or the measurernent of

the rockeÈ thrust. characteristics (9), therefore thelt

represent no major theoretical development although

there is a problem of scale. The system of forces de-

veloped by the transducers of these devices must satisfy

the laws of equilibrium; that is, in ooi .."., the in-

strument must be in equilibrium and must also support

the model tooth so that Èhe whole system provides an

equilibrium support with known constraints.

An attempt to design such a device based upon

the servomechanical method was ¡nade by Doctor K. R.

McLachlan but due to many circumst.ances, such as the

requirement of extreme tolerances and some technical
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problems, the idea was left. for the strain bridge method.

The principle schematically shown in Figure 2-1 employed

the latter method. This principle is used to test rocket

thrust (9) and consists of breaking dor^ln the six Cartesian

components of the force-system mathematically represented

uv {ìl = tÈ, ül into a nevr s}¡stem {ü} ot six forces f*.
*6such as {v} = {.[_ f.] capable of being measured by sixi=l i -

force transducers" In this principle the six force trans-
ducers are placed in accordance with the equilateral tri-
angJ-e laws to provide a linear split of the force-systen

{õi ana an easy computation Èo reconstitute the force-
system from the six force transducer responses. The

split can be mathematically represented by a matrix [À]

and we can see how the instrument performed mathematical-

l-y according to the following equation:

( 3 " r)

For the reader who is not familiar with the concept of
matrix algebra, a traditional approach to the vectr¡rial
quantity representing the force-system can give the set

of the six equations following:
Fx = (r, - rr) Vllz (3.2,,

ry = ((f2 - ft) - (fr f3r)/2 (3.3)

Fz = f n + f5 + f6 (3.4)

Mx = ¿r2 (f s - f ì/2 (3.s)

My = d2 ((f6 - f 4l - (fs - f6) l/2 3 (3.6)

Mz=-dl (fr* fz+ t3r/2VT (3.7)



FIGURE 3-1 FORCE AND MOIVIENT REI,ATTONSHIPS
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The test of an appl-iance will involve a great

nu¡nber of loading geomet.ries and each observation will

be represented by the six component quantities (equa-

tions 3.2 Eo 3.7) so the use of an automatic means of

data collection and of computation is almost imperative.

In light of the last point it becomes clear that the

use of an electrical type of force transducer as well

as a diqital- computer is strongly desirable" Knowing

Ëhat all force transd.ucers begin with the measurement

of a displacement and that an electrical type of trans-

ducer is preferred, an e lectromechanical device must

be used. Moreover, according to the instrument re-

quirements al-ready d.iscussed, the transducers will

have to meet the following requirements:

a. Tt shouLd be l-inear for ease. of com-

putation .

b. The transducer should have a small

displacement. ( <I mm) and a high

sensitivitY (1 Sf)

c. It must permit uncompl-ícated associ-

ated electrical signal conditioning"

¿1. ft should be directionally sensitive

and. constrained in the unique direc-

tion of the force that it transduces.
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e. It should be fairlY smal1 in size

in order to have good sensitivitY

in the measurement of moment.

î.. It should have a zero frequency

resPonse and be stable in its be-

havior "

In spite of the great advantages of the flu-

idic transducer, it happens that the method had to be

rejected due to the limitations of resources and a

more conventional electromechanical method had to be

employed" emong all of the transducer types avaiJ-able

t$ro were retained' the píezo-electric and the resis-

tive type. In many respects the piezo-electríc type

entailed greater dífficulties in reaching the require-

ments d) and f) than the resistive sprÍng type. Thus

the resistive spring type vras selected, but this type

dictated the use of a cantilever with strain gages in

order to satisfy the sensitivíty and constraints re-

quirements. The most conmon3-y used method to convert

a change of resistance to an el-ectrical signal is to

mount the strain gages in a constant voltage four-arm

wheatstone bridge. In this particul-ar case the llheat-

stone bridge will be used as a direct read-out device

due to the availability of the high sensitivity cligÍt-

al voltmeter in the laboratory. It will- be demonstrat-
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ed later that the use of a pair of strain gages ís irn-

perative for having a linear conversion bet!,/een the

change of resistance anil the voltage output of the

bridge. But these straín gages must be arranged and

placed in such a manner that they permit the transducers

to be sensitive only in bending" Therefore one gage

will be cemented. on toP of Èhe cantil-ever and the other

pl-aced symmetrically on the bottom and they will be 1o-

cated as closely as possible to the position of the

maximum bending momenÈ"

fn order to apPly the proper constraints we

end up by using two types of cantiLever' type A and

type B, as shown in Figure 3-2" The force transduc-

ers of type A which measure the forces a-r, 1, f,

(Fig. 3-I) must. be kept free J-ongi tudinal Iy in order

to be constrained only in the direction \^there they

measure the force. The type B which measure in, iu,
.>
f6 (Fig. 3-I) must be constrained longitudinaLly to

some extent.

No additional restrictions on the dimensions

of the cantilever result from the use of strain gages

sínce some strain gages as smaLl as 2 r¡un in length are

available. By making the cantil-ever out of high qual-

ity stainJ-ess steel r¡te ensure that the linearity as

well as the stability and the zero frequency response



TRANSDUCER TYPE A
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STRAIN GAGE'

FIGURE 3-2 TRANSDUCER TYPES
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requirements are obtained, however, the cantilever

nethod must have its validity checked. thÍs check

has been performed and is covered in detail in sec-

tion 3. 3, Page 19.

By revíewing the desígn requirements it ap-

pears that an instrument can be built in two stages'

The first stage would measure horízontal forces, thus

using type A cantilever supports (Fig. 3-2 type A) '

The second stage wil-I suPport the first stage as lúell

as measuring the verticaL forces and thus r^til-l employ

type B transducer (Fig" 3-2 type B) .

3.2 Instrument Configuration

the physical realisation of the device that

can be seen in Figure 3-3 shows how the two transducer

types explained in section 3.1 have been incorporaÈed

with respect to the instrument requirements" The two

types of transd.ucers briefJ-y discussed at the end of

the last chapter can be easily distinguished in this

pi c ture

The tyPe of transducer referred to as type

B, page 14, measures the vertical force component (Fz)

and the azimuthal moment (Mv) and is rigidly attached

on one end to the frame of the instrument and to the

other end to the body of the part suspended on them'

These three transducers 4, 5, 6, type B, define a hor-



TRANS DUCER
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EXCITOR

FIGURE 3-3 GENERAL VIEW OF THE TNSTRUI\'IENT
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izontal plane which contalns the center of resistance

of the instrument in order that no undesirable moments

can be generated by the instrument geometry" The con-

straints on Èhe cantilevers rigidly position the cen-

tral body in the horizontal plane. The central body

is made of an aluminum a1loy in order to minimize the

preload on the transducers, and yet leave them sensi-

tive in a vertical direction.

The other transducers l, 2. 3, referred to

as type A, page 14, measure the horizontal force (!'h)

and the pivoting moment (Mz). They are rigidl-y attached

to the triangular shaped mounting block, in the center

of which a modeL tooth will later be implanted, and are

free to slide horizonEally t.hrough their respective con-

tacts located in the body of the suspended ring. The

ríng of the suspended part has been designed in order

to receive the four adjustablê parts which constitute

each contact and in doing so provide a $ray to minímize

the geometrical distortion of the central- mounting

block causecl by their respective gaps. A picture of

such a contact can be seen" Figure 3-4.

on the bottom of the instrument an efectro-

magnet.íc exciter can be partly seen" It Permíts, as

will l-ater be d,emonstrated in section 3.3, an induced
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TRANSDUCER

a - b - c - d. The four adjustable Parts
of a contact

FIGURE 3-4 CIOSE-UP VIEW OF THE SLTDING CONTACT
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vibration of the mounting block in order to overcome

the stiction problem bound to occur at any sliding

cont.act.

3.3 Engineering Design

In this section the validity of the resist-

ive spring method will be sho\nln by presenting the $ray

in which the calculation defining the transducer char-

acteristics was made with respect to the instrument and

transducer requiremenÈs.

3.3-I Dimensional characteristics

The dimension of the cantiLever was found

by applying beam theory under the set of the following

cônstraints implicitJ-y mentioned {n the previous sec-

tions:

a. The maximum deflection that any of

these transducers can undergo should

not be greater than 0,1- m¡n because

the accuracy of the cantilever tech-

nique depends upon having a small

deformation of the beam ends andt

moreover, no significant geomet-

rical- distortion of the instrument

under the application of an ortho-

dontic force-system should take place.
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b" The length of the cantilever shall

remain within the límits which per-

¡nit the detection of the minimum

moment, therefore length "L" should

not be greater than 30 mm.

c. The minimum sensitivity should allow

detection of a force equal to I gf'

d. Type B transducers, which have both

ends rigidly attached' should con-

tribute equallY to the support of

the weight (113 gf) of the suspended

system supPorted on their extremi-

ties "

e. The position, the size ancl the minÍ-

¡num strain reliably detectable by

the strain gages should be designed

to give the highest sensitivitY"

The physical definition of each type of trans-

ducer with their respective formulae used for the cal-

culatíon are displayed in Table 3.1' page 21.

First an estimate of the cantilever size was

made to allow selection of the type of straín gages *

to be used" The straj.n gage size in return defined

* EA 06 - 062 APl20
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the distance Ll (see Table 3-I) givi-ng the highest

transd.ucer sensitivity (at Lt = 2.5 mm) " Knowing

that the minimu¡n reliable strain .*i' fot strain

gages hras estimated at tO micro strain (us) and that,

as said previously, the material used for the canti-

Lever ís a stainless steel which has an elastic mod-

ul-us e of about e = 2 x ro5 ¡¡/mm2 and that the maxi-

mum deflection d-- accePtable by the cantilever is
max

equaL to 0.1 mm, the formulae 2 and 5 in Tabl-e 3-I

were worked. out. After several iterations for the

value !, in both formulae, in order to reach the

highes t raÈio Fmax,/F^i r, .td to keep F*i 
' 

to J- gf , we

end up for each type of transducer with a system of

t\^ro equat,ions with two unknowns ( h and b ) shown be-

low.

r = bh3 /r2
z=b*/6

(3.8)

(3.9)

By solving Èhis system of equations finally we get

the results shown at the bottom of Tab1e 3-1, page 21'

Notice that a compromise was made in re-

gard to the ratio Fr.*/F.in which we would like to

have been twice as big as they are. There is still

a method available to extend the range of the in-

strument to that of the force-system delivered by

orthodontic springs by covering the range not only
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\.¡i th one instrument but with two similar instruments

of different capacit.ies. From the dimensional re-

sults of these beam transducers one can clearly see

that great care had to be taken when cementing the

strain gages on the beams. For example, in order to

avoid altering the beam response, the strain gages

were cemented with the Èhinnest possible film of

glue and r^taterproof protection' and the most pliable

electrícal wires, running from them, were coiled and

soldered to al-lohl minimum mechanical resístance Èo

motion, Hohlever, within the hrorkshop facilities the

straín gages v¡ere positioned on the beams with a di-

mensional tolerance of 0.5 mrn.

3.3.2. constraints characteristics

From the point of view of the constraint

requirements, it must be demonstrated that the trans-

ducers are sensitive only to bending and that their

means of attachment do not generate any auxiliary

source of non-Iinearity.
With respect to bending' it must be demon-

strated that by cernenting two strain gages symmetri-

cally on the two opposite flats of the transducer

cantilever and by using the l{heatstone bridge method

vre end up by interpreting onl-y the bending straíns"
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The wheatstone bridge method $/ith its associated de-

rived formula u = v/2 - vD (3.10) in the case \4¡here

it is used as a direct read-out device is shown in

Figure 3-5. One can clearly see that when the can-

tilever is subjected to bending strains Rr becomes

Rr + 
^R 

and n" becomes RB - AR and leads to the equa-

tion
vo=v/2+vôR/2R (3.rr)

By substituting this equation into the equation (3.10)

we come to the fotlowing equation

U = VAR,/2R ( 3. 12 )

vilhen the cant,ilever is subjected to tensile or com-

pressive strain, it can be seen that u remains equal

to zero, thus the transducer is only sensitive to

bending.

with respect to auxilíary source of non-

linearity generated by the constraints put on the

transducers \4te v/i1I only investigate at this stage

the stiction constraint inherent to the presence of

slíding contacts at one end of each type A transducer "

However, it should be mentioned that the type B trans-

ducers, during the testing of the instrument, exhibited

a buckling phenomenon. This l-atter poínt will be fu1ly

discussed in the discussion of the results in Chapter 5"
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Any stiction at a contact generates a force hysteresis

cycle, sketched in Figure 3-6, as long as staÈíc con-

tact is maintained' The theory of this phenomenon

can be very well summarized by Figure 3-7 shown on

page 27. Nor^t if a contact is idealized as shown in

Figure 3-8 when stat,ic contact is maintained beÈween

the two parts, a force Fs at the contacÈ o (rí9" 3-8)

is required to move the mass with respect to the x or

y axis. But as soon as a d.ynamic contact is estab-

lished at the contact o by giving a velocity to the

plane I (rig. 3-8), only a force r'" is requíred to

move the mass even if the displacement of the mass is

perpendicular to the velocity and by makíng reference

to the diagram Figure 3-7. it can be seen that in this

situation the friction force has passed into the line-

ar d.omain of the viscous friction. Obviously the

change of the contact characÈeristics has little ef-

fect upon the ratio Fs,/Fc unfess a pressurized bear-

ing is used but the use of such a bearing was out of

the question due to bhe resource limitations. It is

second nature for any user of a def l-ection instrument

to tap it gently before taking a reading, therefore

the idea of externally apptyinq a vibration belotq the

mounting block of the device was developed. The vir-

tue of the vibration is not only that it initiates a
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relative motion at the contact, but also that it re-

duces the contact friction force for an ínstant with-

in the gap domain' For the purpose of testing Èhe ef-

ficacy of the vibration method, the central" portion

of the instrument was mounted on a steel cantilever"

An elecÈromechanical excitation of the fundamental

mode of the cantilever permitted a wide range of vi-

bration amplitudes and frequencies to be applied"

TesÈs* with this system showed clearLy that vibration

was a satisfactory way of eliminating the effects of

sLiction. A nunber of methods of vibrating the in-

strumenÈ contacts were considered and some were tried

but all were considered inferior to the chosen method '

For exanpte, an unbalanced mass on the end of a flex-

ible shaft was mad.e to reverberate within the central

part of the device. Apart from the fact that this

mêthod causes an acceleration perpendicr¡lar to the

desired direction, it exhibited a distressing incon-

sistency in its performance. In the f inal- sofution to

the problem of stiction a method of vibration involv-

ing an electromagneÈíc hammer was sel-ected' A smal1

mass útas made to knock against the base of the mount-

ing block to cause vertical acceleration of that block'

The fine control and the total lack of un$tanted con-

see Figure D-l (ApPendix D)
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st,raint on the mechanical system provided by this

method were primary factors in its selection"

3.4 System SummarY

The techniques previously discussed which

are used to measure the force system {ì} may now be

summarized. The behavior of the force transducers,

of the bridge system and the mathematical operaÈions

performed has been proven to be linear. The firsÈ

Iinear transformation of tì) into {l} *a= expressed

¡v {ii = toît {ì} an¿ was due to the geometrical prop-

erties of the instrument. Then the six new forces
-'..-+.6-'L composing {í} = {ri, i} htere converted respective-

J-y by six electromechanical transducers to six output

voltages noted c, . The combinatíon of the formulae

involvecl in the. transducer calculatíon in section 3'4

is represented by the next equation, 3'13' which de-

scribes the compl-ete transducÈion.

c. = U. - U. = f, Elv/zEz (3.13)
I I I.O I

where c. is the transducer response of the
t-

transd.ucer measuring f., u volts
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u. is the output voltage of the bridge(volts)
1

(Figure 3-5 )

u. is the output volÈage of the bridge(volts)
Lo

at rest (Fi$rre 3-5 )

f. is force measured, N
l-

r = (L - LI) for the transducers of type A

( table 3-1) , mm

t = (L/2 - Ll) for the transducers of type B

(table 3-l), mn

g is the gage f actor

v is the input voltage of the vùheatstone

bridge (volts) (equation 3"12)

E is the modulus of elasticity of the trans-

ducer material, l¡/mn2

z ls the section modulus, mm3

Although the factor t.tv/2Èz is considered as a constant,

it should be pointed out that the coefficients t and v

of the factor can be subjected to some variation, t can

have a variation only in the case of the transducers of

type A since depending on the gap allov¡ance at the con-
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tact, L can becorne L I 
^L" 

The least significant var-

iation in I was obtained by the use of adjustable con-

tacts. v can also have some variation t^v due to a

change of voltage of the power supply but the error

due to this variation can be avoided by normalízíng

each u. by the respective value v. In this way we

ensure that no error can come from the por^rer supply"

From the formula 3.L3 we can see that one must Èake

as referential, before starting an experiment' the

six bridge output voltages at rest (uio) " Knor^Iing

that a mini-computer with its auxiliary equipment is

used. to read., normalize and compute the outputs of the

transducers \dith respect to an experiment proce<lure

and that it is imperat.ive to set. up a vibration before

any reading of the outputs, the vibration t.iming was

made automatic. The electrical circuit hrhich pernits

automatic acquisition of data ís shown in Appendix A,

Figure 1--4.

As a resul-t of the combination of systern re-

qu.irements and the compromises necessary to obtaín a

real phys.ical system, the instrument s hov/n in Fígure

3-9 with its surrounding equipment and on its own in

Figure 3-3, was built. The vibration system can be
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seen partially below the block and the two types of

transducers can be seen in Figure 3-3, page 16.

The sliding contact at points L,2' 3, can be seen

in Figure 3-4, page 18. The buckling phenomena oc-

curred on the type B transducers' thus lirniting the

present insÈrumenÈ to the forces and torque in the

domain tested, and díscussed in ChaPtêr 5.
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4" INSTRUMENTATION AND EVAIUATTON TECHNIqUES

4.L Methods and Techniques to Evaluate
Lhe Instrument Performances

Having designed the instrument, it was neces-

sary also to develop an evaluation procedure not only

for the instrument as a whole, but also for the indi-

vidual components of the instrument. From previous

descriptions and. from the statement of criteria, page 1I,

the evaluation procedure should shov/ that:

a. The instrument wiff behave linearly

in any direction under the necessary

condition that none of the transduc-

ers will- exceed their foading capac-

ity, and that a vibration period will

take place before any reading is taken"

Before the instrument was assembled

the transducers v¡ere checked to see

at what load the maximum deflection

of 0 . l- ¡nm \¡tas obtained. The maximum

l-oad for the typê A transducers v¿as

found to be 70 gf anil for tYPe B

transducers , 4O gf.

b. The instrument will have equal sen-

sitivÍtY in a1I directions "
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c. The ínstrument. will have a degree

of accuracy of sensitivity dictated

by the 1gf sensitivity that each

transducer is assumed capable of
proclucing "

Of course it is well- understood that any in-

terpretation of the instrument performance will only

be made from results which do not include any signifi-

cant offset errors coming from the testing equipmentt

the means of data assessment or the environmental con-

ditions. of particular concern are the points of dy-

namic contact since these must be kept extremeJ.y c1ean.

fn the foltowing discussion the significance of the

above factors are dealt with in greater detail.

4.1,1 Type of Tests and Analysis

Although the instrumenL must simultaneously

measure the force and moment delivered by an orthodon-

tic appl-iance, und.er the assumption of linearíty, the

evaluation of the instrument performance couLd be made

by conducting separate tests appl-ying pure force and

pure moment, respectively. This method of separate

tests provides the great advantage of decreasing the

sophistication of the testing equipment required and

of permitting easier interpretation of the results.
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The first set of tests must establish the lin-

earity of the instrument for all directíons. From these

inítial results, the consistency and accuracy of the in-

strument sensitivity with respect to the direction of

the force or moment can be evaluated" In this manner

we check the requirements in order of priority.

Each experirnent performed will be defined by

a spatial position f characterízed by the longitudinal

angÌe Ar in the xy pLane and the angle of l-atitude A2

in a plane perpendícular to the xy plane, as shown in

Figure 4-1, of the vectorial- quantity (force or moment)

under test characterized by the vector o+p, and will

consist of changing the magnitude of o+p with respect
-'to n"

For characÈerizing the linearity of the in-

strument in any direction Ì, a statistical analysis

using the regression method is employed" By conven-

tion, the known change of magnitude of dp which defines

either a force magnitude or a moment magnitude will be

represented by x. and be placed on the abscissa axis,
J

and the variabl-e computed from the output of the trans-

ducers represented by the letter yj r{riII be placed on

the ordinate axis. The subscript j under x and v de-

fines a particular value of each variable aÈ an ob-

servation. From the sunìmary section 3.4 one must re-
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oxyz:cARTESTAN COORDTNATE SYSTEM FTXED TO THE
CENTER O OF THE INSÎRUMENT.

OP¡ F= FORCE.
Al = ANGLE OF LONGITUDE.
A2=ANGLE OFLATITUDE.

FTGURE 4-1 SPHERICAL DEFINTTION OF A VECTOR IN SPACE
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member that the linearity of the instrument depends up-

on the transd.ucer linearity and upon its geomeÈry which

affects the mathematics used in resolving the force-

system {i} into the system {$}, consequentry we have

to check the linearity of the instrument not only in

all directiorr" i fot a force test and a moment test' but

also for many values of the output variable y's. These

variable y's will be either any transducer response c.

or any force or moment component computed from the

c. in any coordinate system (Cartesian, cylindrical,

spherical-). If we store the 
"rj 

of each observation

characterized by the value x. of each experiment de-

finecl by its specification (that is' force test or

momen E test) and by the directio¡r f given by Al and

A2 in r"Thich the vectorial quantity o+P of the test is

pL1t, one has to perform only one experiment for each

type of test at each direction Ì in order to anal-yse

each variable y. A legitimate part of the data pro-

cessing can be done during the recording of the data

in order to monitor the data" The monitoring can be

as simple as a visual check through plotÈing each

point defined by x., y3 of each experiment- For the

check, the variable y will be either the total com-

puÈed magnitude force F or moment M under which the

instrument is tested. It is also worth noting that the
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number of observations (x., vr) of each experiment

should be about 20 in order to alloÌ,, the statistical

regression method Èo be applied" By applying this

method we gain the grêat ad.vantage of reducing the

amount of data to be used for further analysis. The

regression method not only permiÈs a test of linear-

ity, but al-so aÌlo!.ts the quantification of the sensi-

tivity of the instrument for each experiment and. each

variable y by the slope "a" of the regression line and

by the coefficient of regression "r".
Before going any further, the vaLidity at-

tributes of the statistical analysis shoul-d be exam-

ine<1. First, one must, make sure that the independent

variable x described experimentally by its x. vaLues

is considered to be without appreciable error' and

secondly that the curve which best fíts and irrterprets

the values y- is a straight line" only then can the'l
regression line of y on x be taken as the best esti-

mate of y. for a given x, and then it can be concluded-l ' J

that y= is linearly dependent on x. with random vari--l )
ation about the regression line " Then the sl-ope "a"

and the coefficient of regression "r" of each analysis

can be used in the further anatysís of the instrument

performance. The performance analysis wiLl consist of
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gathering all the slopes "a" and coefficient "r" from

either all force or moment test experiments for each

anaIysed variabl-e y and to plot them r"¿ith respect to

their respective experimental specifications, that is,

r4rith respect to their À1 and 42. By convention À1

will be taken as a varíable along the abscissa axis,

A2 \"¡il-I be a ¡rarameter and the variabl-e along the or-

dinate axis will- be the slopes "a". These plots are

in Appendix D, page 101, with their tabLes of values"

one n'rst realize that for a good interpretation of

these results one needs not only to have a good under-

standing of how the instrurnent \^rorks for each component

of the force-system tô], but also to have a nathemat-

ical model of, at least, Èhe response of each trans-

d.ucer for the conditions of any experinent under which

the instrunent is tested '
4.I.2, The Mathematical Model

Knowing that the transducers I, 2, 3 only

define the horizontal force r*tl in magnitude as well

as in direction and that the transducers 4, 5, 6 only

define the azimuthal moment M*v ín magnitude as well

as ín direction, the mathenaÈical analysis will be

limited to these two cases. It is well understood

that for Fz and Mz resPectively there ís no problem
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of definition because they are constant in direction'

Às the transducers l, Z, 3 and 4, 5, 6 are respectively

arranged in the same geometrÍcaI simil-iLude seen ín

Figure 4-2, onty one demonstration of the analysís is

necessary a's there is no basic difference between the

tr¡,ro cases. The case deal j-ng with the variation of the

transducer response Cl' cZ' c3 with respect to a

horizontal force Fh therefore wilL be treated"

Consider the three measured forces ir' ir'

f+ shown in Fiqure 4-3 (respectively detected by the
3'

transducers L, 2, 3) with their axes 1200 apart'

Ir/hen a consÈant torce iT is positioned at an angle

Al as represented in Figure 4-3, the transducer re-

sponses are resPectivelY

cl = f- sin AlI nax "

c2 = f,2 ."*. "i^ 
(41 + ¿fr )

c3 = f_ sin (AL + 4r)3 max" 5
The value of Fh due to the joint action of the force

transducers at any partícular angle lt may be obtained

from a knowledge of their components at Èhis angle

along the axis x and y. The sum of the components

atong y at Al iss

(4"r)

(4.2t

(4.3)
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TIGURE 4-3 RESOLUTION OF

Tronsducer 2

lrongduc o r

Tonsducor 3

-) -' -'
FORCE SYSTEM f1, f2, f3THE

Tronsducer 4

Symbd: 4= ,t*"0 ottochment

FTGURE 4-2 TRANSDUCER ARRANGEMENT
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Fy - ct sin 9oo + c2 sin 2loo

and a]ong x at Al is:
Fx = Cl cos 9Oo + c2 cos 2IOo

By substituting the equations

i.nto equations (4.4) and (4.5)

trj-gonometric simplif ications

'l m.*. - '2 max. - '3 ma*. -
Fy = (3,22)P sin Al

and (4.5) becomes:

F.x = (3/2)p cos Al

Therefore the magnitude of t.he

ru=(ry2+ry2¡L/z

ends up after substitution of
(4.8) to find

+ c3 sin 33Oo (4.4,

+ c3 cos 33Oo (4.5)

(4.1) , (4.2) ancl (4.3)

and by making some

and knowing hhat,

P (4.4) becomes:

(4.6)

(4.7)

re sul tant
(4.8)

(4.6) and (4.7) into

Fh = 3P,/2 (4,e)

where P represents the maximum loading capacity of the

transducers I. 2. 3.

The same analysis could have been done for
the transducers 4, 5, 6 under a constant azimuthal

mcment and we would have found

c4 = f.n

c5 = fU

c6 = fa

s in A1

sin (Al

sin (41

( 4 , 10 )

(4.r1)

(4.L2',t

max ,

max.

max,

+ 2Í|
3

+ 4t¡ I
3
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No\^, one can refer back to the discussion at

the end of section 4.1I and can see that the theoret-

ícal curve of the plots put in Appendix D, page I0I¡

could be Predicted. I'\¡e can clearly see that the plots

in Figures D-4 and D-5 should behave sinusoidally

with respect to At and that the plots D-3 and D-6

should be a straight line"

4.1.3. Testing Equipment

rn the light of previous discussion, the

main requirements that the testing equipment should

meet are as fol-loi,ts:

a. The vecÈorial quantities

(È an¿I ü) shoutd be defined ín

a way compatíble with Lhe

analYsis and should offer some

technicaf convenience.

b" The method of defining the

vectorial quantities should

be accurate and rel-iable

enough to avoid generating

aPPreciable error and must

Perrnit as far as Possible an

automatic assessment of their

variables "
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c" The capacity of the equipment.

should permit covering the

entire range of magnitude and

direction over whích the in-

strument must be tested.

Among the three conventional coordinate sys-

tems avaj-lable to define a force or a moment in space

(Cartesian, cylindrical-, spherical) ' the spherical

definition was chosen for defining the force and the

cylindrical definition for the moment' In Ehis manner

each force test will define the force under test by

its magnitude r and its direction i characterize<i by

its angle of longitude Ar and it.s angle of latitude

42, r^rhereas in the moment test. the monìen t wiLl be de-

fined by its magnitude M characterized by r and a dís-

tance Þ (if we consider again the moment magnitude to

be a scalar product) and its direction e¡-" To define

the magnitude of these vectorial quantities only tt4lo

methods appeared practical , one using the deadweight

technique (by far the most accurate when it does not

involve the presence of a puttey) and the other tech-

nique using the load spring. As it. I^till be seen in the

section dealing with the description of this equipment,

only the load spring technique used for the force test
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permitted an automatic assessment of the rnagnitude

force through the means of a linear voltage differ-

ential transformer (L.V.Ð.T' ) "

4.I.4. Data Assessment and Storage

At this level of the discussion it shoul-d

be clear to the reader that the author had at his dis-

position a mini-computer wj-th its data acquisition

system (D.A.S.) and alJ- its auxil-iary equipment such as

a printer, a plotter and a recording system' so that

the acquisition of data coul-d be performed either

automatically through the D.A.S' or manualty through

the keyboard of the deskÈop computer and is entirely

controlled through a sequence of commands, prescribed

by the experimental procedure explained on page 4B

listed under the form of a program written in the

BASIC language. The computer is capable of execut-

ing the experimental procedure by using an interface

BUs \^rhich provides a powerful means of communication

bet\4reen ínstruments involved in the measurement sys-

tem and a nay of transferríng data betr"Teen devíces"

The data collected by the computer are of two kinds,

the outputs of the instrument which are the six force

transducer responses ci plus the input voltaqe of the

bridge (v) and the outputs of the testing equipment
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FIGURE 4-4 FLOI{ DIAGRÀM OF DATA PROCESSING PROGRAM
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which are either F' At, A2 foY a force test or M' Al'

L2 for a moment test. Thus the storage data capacity

of the computer should permit storage of the nine data

of each of the 20 possible observations per experiment'

It is assumed that the data assessment pro-

gram displayed in Appendix B-l can be fu1ly understood

only if the reader is already faniliar with the

HP 98304 mini-computer. Therefore a sunmary of the

functions performed by the stages of the program is

shown in the f 1o\4t diagram, Page 47'

4 .I.5 ' Experiment Procedure

It follows from the analysis requirement

that the experíment should have the following pro-

cedure:

a, Select the tYPe of exPerimental

tesÈ, that is, a force test or

a moment test '
b. Set the Position At and A2 of

the sel-ec ted vectorial quantíty

1Ë ot -üt under tes t .

c. Record the normalized outputs

of the instrument transducers

when no force or moment is aP-

plied to the instrument after

having vibrated it"
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d. Load the instrument und.er a

force or moment magnitude xj "

e. Record the normalized outputs

of the transducers under a

l-oad xj after vibration.

f. Store xj and the change of the

transducer outputs c. ..

S. Monítor from the c.. the yj

value of the vectoriaL quantitY

y which is under test.

h" PIot the set (xj, yj) 
"

i. Check for línear val-iditY"
j " Set a new value xí then rePeat

e), f), s), h) ' i), i) until

the number of exPerimental ob-

servations (xj, yj) is J-arge

enough to aIlow a statistical

analysis "

k. Repeat procedure for a new

experimental test.

4.I.6. Treatment of Data

The assessment, and the treatment of data will

be done separately. Although the storage of data as

rvell as the programs htere done on commercial tape, at
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the end of the b/ork the âuthor found it necessary to

store the data in rapidaecess discs of the màss memorlz

system availabl-e at the laboratory in order to save

appreciabLe time í¡r the analysis of the data' The

program used for the statistical treatment of the ex-

perimentaL data is shown in Appendix B ' The program

i.s in the H.P. computer j-ibrary and it has l¡een slight-

Iy altered in order to have an automatic assessment of

the stol:ed data and to compute any variable y related

to the vectorial- quantities so that any y could be

treaLed as wel-l- as to alIow an independent plotting

function. The degree of precision that the program

analysis allows is up to the 9th degree for the best

fit curve. Atso, the program can print out the slope

coefficients "a" and the coefficients of correlation

"2" 
of the regression Line but also the mean and

standard deviation value of the experimental ancl es-

timated vaLues. This program uses the key functions

of the computer ancl so permits the experimenter to

interrupÈ the assessment program to initiate the re-

gression analysis program as he wishes. Unfortunately,

due to a lack of time, the program v¡as Rot aLtered

to allo\"¡ fully automatic storage of the results "4"

and "r2' of 'each experiment. Thus the analysis of

these results vtas bY hand"
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4.2 Description of the Testing Equipment

4.2.I. The Force Test Equipment

The equipment used for the test of force is

shown in operation in Figure 4-5. It consists of t$'o

parts. One part has the function of positioning the

L.V.D.T. force transducer in space, the other part is

the force transducer itself. The former part permits

the selection of 12 positions equatly spaced aÈ 30o

in longitude around the instrument frame and of 5 po-

sitions in latitude equaÌIy spaced at 15o from the

vertical plane. The L.V.D.T. force transducer can

slide in the guide which can be moved and fixed ín

any of the latitude positions. Ðue to the t'echnical

dìfficulty of making a baLl a¡rd socket joint at the

contact betrveen the instrument and the tip of the

L.V.D.T: force transd.ucer, the joint was simplified

to a conic contact. The simplification limits, un-

fortunatel-y' the force test to a hemisphere whereas

a total sphere would be desirable. Also due to the

overall dimensions of the instrument, onl-y the first

latitude position of 30o could be reached by the

L.V.Ð.T. force transducer, requiring the use of the

deadweight technique for the equatorial plane in or-

der to investigate a complete hemisphere. Thís tech-



FIGURE 4-5 TITE FORCE TEST EOUIP}IENT IN POSITTON
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nique required the fixing of a puJ-l-ey on the rotating
ring of the force test equipment. AIso as a resuLt
of the difficul-ty already mentíoned which has arisen
from the use of a conic contact, it has not, been pos-

sibl-e b.o apply a force right. f-o the center of resist-
ance o of the instrument, therefore a slight amount

of moment wiÌI be generated under the t.est of force.
In surnmary, the force test, equipment per-

mits the application of a force magnitude ranging

from L.5 gf to 100 gf with the L.V.Ð.T. force trans-
ducer performance fully described in Appendix C

and from 2-4 gfx to 96 gf $¡ith the deadweight tech-
nique in 72 equatì.y spaced positions in the hemisphere,

4.2.2. The Moment Test Equipmenù

The moment test equipnlent. is made of two

devíces, one to apply the pivoting momênt, r.itz , and the

other to apply the azimuthal moment ¡it,, Tlrese trro

devices can respectively be seen in Figures 4-7 and

4-6 " They both use the deadr,Íeight techniques in con-
junction with some levers; their mechanism is simple

* This value is the vreíght of the standard nut.s used.

as deadweight. Their accuracy proved to be tt*.
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FIGURE 4-7 fTIE PTVOTING I\,lOME}]T TESTTNG EQUIPMENT
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enough to be understood frcm the thto F.igures 4-6 and

4-7. The moment test. equipment allows application of

a moment from 50 mm gf to the maximum capacity of the

instrument with an accuracy of about 113. It is in-

teresting to note that the analysis of the source of

errors in the applicatíon of both moments shows that

the most significant error Ís due to the accuracy of

the deadweight.

Ir¡ sunmary, a test and an analysis procedure have been

developed for testing and. evaluating the f-inearity,

the sensitivity and the accuracy of the instrument and

of its main components, the transducers. A testing

apparatus was built under the usual constraints of

limitation of resources and of workshop availability

which have limite<l the instrument investigatiorr to

a hemisphere. Tn general' the equipment has good

accuracy which atlorvs satisfactory statisbical analy-
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sis and has a load capacity which is great enough to

cover the normal dental appliance. rhe sensitivity

of the D.A.S. digitaì. voltmeter of tuv and the pre-

cision of the mini-comguter resolution are more than

reguired thus no significant additional error is in-

troduced. During the experiment a great deal of care

r^ras taken to avoid sources of error caused by such

variables as temperature sensitivity of t-he trans-

ducers "

In terms of the experiments, the buckling

phenomenon referred Eo in chapter 3, that the trans-

ducers of type B exhibit could not practically be avoid-

ed due to time l-imitations. The effect of the problem

hras not anticipated as being as disruptive as Later

tests shor{. Although the device cleveLoped here has

successfully met most criteria set out in chapters 2

and 3, the transducers of type B require redesigning

to permit the general testing of dental appliances'

Stictíon rvas antic.ipated as the cause of the most

difficulty and, indeed, required a great deal of time'

design effort and experimentation. The stiction prob-

1em vras, however, alnìost completely removed as a con-

cern or limitation in the operation of the instrument"

In general , the basic design principles ancl the math-

ematical methods of data analysis have been shown here

to be val Íd.



5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

5.1 Results

5.1" I Calibration Results

The force test r^tas employed to calibrate the

six instrument transducers " The transducers 1, 2, 3

were calibrated using horizontal forces and transduc-

ers 4, 5, 6 $tere calibrated using vertical forces.

Hovrever, due to the testing equipment limitations, the

transducers 4, 5 , 6 could only be tested under a push-

ing force, whereas the transducers l, 2, 3 could be

Èested in both directions " The calibration of trans-

ducers l, 2, 3 was achieved by comparing the results

of three experiments made at the three particular

angles et = 0o, et = t2oo, and Al = 24oo, where re-

spectivelf in each experiment one transducer would have

zero response and the tvro others wot¡ld have a symmetric

response as it can be worked out from Fígure 5-1-

58.

FIGURE 5-I

THE THREE PARTICUI,AR POSTTTONS
OF THE I{ORI ZONTAL FORCE TEST
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for each experiment, the response of the three trans-

d.ucers 1, 2 and 3 can be plotted against the rnagni-

tude of r*tr, ana in theory a straight line should join

all the observation Poinhs of each transducer re-

sponses if the transducers have behaved linearly dur-

inq the experiment and if the experimental procedure

has been strictly observed. Therefore, each transdu-

cer resPonse could be characterized by a sloPe "a'k"

of the regression line which defines the sensitivity

of the transducer i during t-he experiment k ' Then

the foltowing table can be constructed:

Experimental
Conditions

A2 oo

AI oo Al = L2O
c'

AI = 24O

Transducer ]

Transducer 2

'.lransducer 3

tt!-

uzr

t3r

uLz

u22

u32

tt3

u23

t33

Table 5-l

VÍith what has already been saic1 , one can easily find

out by simulating the three experiments through the

help of Figure 5-1 that, theoretically,

ur:.= u2z = t33 = o (s.1)
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tl2 = -ur3

u2L = - u23

t3r = -t32

Al-so it is well understood thaÈ no two single canti-

lever strain transducers under the same loa<l will have

exactly the same response due to the dimensional and

material tolerances of the beam, the positional tol-

erance and the bonding variation of the strain gages

on the beam. Thus we have

(s.2)

(s.3)

(5"4)

(s.s)

(s.6)

(s"7)

( s . 8)

a, # a, # aa

where .r = (ll.r2 ll+ll"rrlllzz
uz = ( ll"2rll+ll"rrllt tz
"¡ = ( ll"3rl l+ll"rrllt tz

are respectÍvety the mean sensiLivity value a' of the

transducers i =.1, 2 and 3. Knowing the a's in Table

5-1 are the product of a stabístical estimatíon, there

is littfe doubt that there will be a difference between

the a's of the equations (5.21 , (5"3) anil (5.4) as shown

in Figure 5-2" Therefore, the sensitivity of the trans-

ducer wiII be defined by the mean value of the equation

(5.6), (5.7) or (5.8) corresponding to the transducer"

The results of the three experiments are shown in

Table 5-2.
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FIGURE 5-2 EXAMPI.E OF ASSYMETRY
rN HORT ZONTAL FORCE TRANSDUCTÏON
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Experimental

conditio¡'ls

oA2=O a.
Lo

A1 =0 AI = l2oo At = 24oo

Transducer I

Transducer 2

Transducer 3

0.000

o.423

-o.46r

-o .442

-o.023

o.423

0.486

-0.4r8

0"006

o .464

o .420

o .442

Table 5-2

From Table 5-2, vtith regard to the a. value, a cali-

bration of transducers 1' 2 and 3 can be performed'

If the transd.ucer response c2 is taken as the refer-

ence, the transducer response cl must be mul-tiplied

by a catibration coefficient kt = o.42o/o '464 = 0'9o5

and the transducer response c3 by a coefficient

kE = 0.42o/o.442 = 0.95o in order t'o calibrate each

transducer to the same sensitivity. lì¡ith respect to

the difference of l-08 between thê value a'n mentioned

in equations (5.2), (5.3), (5.4), an analysis had to

be done to find the cause of this variation" Thus a

test not only limited to the three mentÍoned angles

but covering the twelve possibJ-e et positions r¡'as con-

ducted.. f'rom these twelve experimentst t$¡e l-ve sets

of three "4" values defining the three transducer re-
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sponsês were found by using the regression method

with the factor of calibration r, and k3. The re-

sults of these analyses are listed in Table D-1"

page 104, and are plotted in Fígure 5-3. From the

pl-ot it was found that the behavior of the transdu-

cer responses \^Ias not entirely corresponding to that

given by the three equations (4.1), (4.2) and (4"3)'

Instead, the three following equations could be de-

duced from the plot:

a, = 2/3 sin (Al) + À,

a, = 2/3 sin (AI + 2r/31

a3 = 2/3 sin (AI + 41r/31

a. = c.,/rh

c.,/Fh mâx. = 2/3 \ritllt respect to equation (4'9)

tr. is a factor of non symmetricaL response
I

. vrith resPêct to a zero reference"

From the plot Figure 5-3, lt rtas estimated to 83 of

the À. *.*., À2 to 78, and la to 68 confirming that

the I08 variation observed bet$reen the a.n's involved

in equations (5.2), (5.3) and (5.4) r'ras due to a non

symmetrical response of the transducers ' rf one re-

fers back to equation (3.13), it can be seen that the

only coefficient of this equation which can change when

f. changes to -f. is the coefficient t = L - I,1, Figure

5-4.

(s.9)

* trz (5.10)

* À¡ (5.1])

where
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FIGURE 5-4 TYPE A TRÄNSDUCER

Mathematically, it is straightforward to evaluate the

variation ôt which gives rise to a 108 variation of

c. . By aPplying the error theory the following equa-
I

tion can be written:

A(L - rI) = ôci (L - r,r)/ci (s'12)

where Àc.,/ci = 0'1 and L - Li' = 8'5 - 3 = 5'5 mm

(see results in Table 3-1, Page 2l) "

Thus A(L - Ll) = O't x 5'5 = 0'55 mm

This variation can be easily accounted for the three

following errors .

a. A relative malPosition A'4" of

clamP I and II as it is shor"¡n

next Page in Figure 5-5'
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b.

FJGURE 5-5 I'¡,ALADJUSTI,ÍENT OF TIIE
TRANS DUCER CLAMP

An imperfect clamping due to

the surface of the clamPs, as

the exarnple shown in Figure

5-6 "

FIGURE 5-6 IMPERFECTION IN THE
SURFACE OF TTiE CLAI'IP

A difference in stiffness of the

wires which run from both sides

of the cantilever as can be un-

derstood from Figure 5-7.

c.
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FIGURE 5_7 WIRTNG ARRANGEMENT
FROM THE TRANSDUCER

Onty the source of error a) could be evaluated from

a visual inspecEionr and a malposition of the clamps

from 0.1 mm to 0.3 ¡nm was observable at each trans-

ducer. llovrever, the sources of error b) and c) can

toget-her account for the remaining error. Due to a

lack of time, no improvements could be made to the

means of attachment of these transducers, thus all

the folfowing resulÈsi which involved cI , c2' c3,

will exhíbit an er:ror within 108- Concerning the

caLibration of the transducers 4t 5, 6, nothing par-

ticuLar may be mentioned because responses c4, c5 ,

c6, could not be investigated in detail due to the

directíon loadinE limitation of the testing equipment.

For the calibration of transducers 4, 5 and 6, c6

was taken as a reference and c4 r¡tas mul-tiplied by a

coefficient k¿ = o.905 and c5 by a coefficient
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k, = o"952- Al-1 the calibration coefficients can be
5

seen in the subprogram in Appenciix B-2 from lines 160

to 210, h'here E (i, j) is the corrected response of

the transducer i at the experimental observation j

and where D (i, j) is the non-corrected one. The

reader wil-l- note that all the responses of transdu-

cers l, 2, 3 have been multiplied by a coefficient

kz = 1.17 x 10' and that all the responses of trans-

ducers 4, 5, 6 have been multiplied by a coeffícient
5ke = o.B5 x Io'in order to scale the instrument re-

sPonse.

In summary, transducers l, 2' 3, 4' 5, 6

have been respectiveJ.y calibrated with the following

coefficients:
,.I

"3

4

5

1.o5 x L05

Ll7 x 105

1.11 x to5

O. ?7 x 1O5

o.Bl x Io5

o. 85 x 1o5

The limitations of time did not permit impr:oving the

means of attachment of transducers l, 2, 3 since this

would require some redesign. Thus the results will

shov¡ ai least an error of 108"
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5.L.2" f'orce Test Results

At each of the sj.xty-one possible spatial

positions (AI, A2) at which the force testing equip-

ment allows an applied Ioad, an experiment was done.

By convention, all the quantities derived from the

computation of the six transducer responses r^¡il1

bear a subscript c rvhereas the knohrn quantíty F tested

will bear a subscript t" Theoretically, from Figure

4-1, where lldnll = Fr (magnítude of the tested force),

one can write the foltowing equations:

F =FcT
Fxc = ¡'T cos (42 ) cos (Al)

ty. = 
"* 

cos (42) sin (At)

Fz" = F, sin (42)

For a gíven experiment characterized by a fixed À2

and A1 the quantities Fc, Fx"r FY"r rz" should be

linearJ.y dependent upon Fr if the instrument is be-

having linearly so that a valid regression analysis

can be clone for each experiment and for the force

and its components, Therefore, from each experiment

four values of slope and of regression coefficient

can be derived, such as:

(5.13)

(s, r4)

(s.15)

(5.16)
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a=E/tFcT
tr* = F*./Fr

a=FvlFFvT
ar, = I.z"/F*

(s.r7)

(s.18)

( 5 " re )

( 5.20 )

From these results it is easy to interpret the gen-

eral behavior of the instrument under a fcrce test,

witbin the testing equipment timitation and +-he cal-

íbration accuracy, by respectively plotting the sl-opes

"a" with respect to A1 and 42. For conven-ience, Ín-

terpretation AL \,¡as chosen for the variable and À2

for the parameter, consequently each of the four pl-ots

include as many curves as A2 has val-ues. The complete

resuLts are displayed in Tables D-2 ' D-3, D-4, D-5 ancl

are pLotted .in Figures D-3, D-4, D-5, D-6" Although

a discrepancy of about 108 is expected on the uF, aF*

and a- plobs, the curve of parameter A2 = O in the
Fy '

aF plot (Figure D-6) exhibits a discrepancy of about

2OZ. It must be point-ed out that during the assess-

ment of data most plots of n. against r, used for

monitoring the outputs and inputs instrument have shown

a breakup of linearity in the neighborhood of 10 gf

due to a buckling phenomenon occurring in transclucers

4, 5, 6. Such breakup of, l-inearity can be seen in

Figure D-2, Thus only the results involvíng the com-
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putation of the ïesponses of these transducers wíll

be subjected to this error, i. e., the a,' and au"

pl-ots (Figures D-3 and D-6) wilt therefore exhíbit

the buckling error. The a", plot, Figure D-6' is the

most appropriate plot to interpret the bucklíng error.

Thus by plotting the transducer responses c4, c5' c6

respectively where the discrepancies of the aFz plot

are the least and where the discrepancies are the

largest and by comparing the responses, it is appar-

ent that the instrument is the source of an error due

to a bucklíng phenomenon. An example of the discrep-

ancy plots is given in nigure D-7. To understancl why

the buckling phenomenon appears during the force test

it musL be remembered thah:

a. The transclucers 4, 5, 6 hold the

suspended ring on one of their

end.s, so it follows that trans*

ducers 4, 5, 6 are defl-ected

due to the weight of the sus-

pended assembly as shorn/n in the

sketch in Figure 5-8 "
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FIGURE 5-8 DEFLECTTON OF TYPE B TRANSÐUCERS
DUE TO THE I.¡EIGHT OF THE

SUSPENDED ASSEMBLY

b. The force test generates a

little moment which can be

as much as 600 mm gf when a

horizontal force of 100 gf

is applied at tÌìe center o.

The simpJ.ified sketch betow (Figure 5-9)

shows how the transducers buckled under the effects

of a) and b). In many respects, the tl:ansducers be-

have diaphragmatically.

''DTAPHRÀGMATICII BEHAVIOR
OF THE TYPE B TRANSDUCERS

Suspended

FTGURE 5-9
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Tn order to release the transducers 4, 5 and 6 from

the critical Eulerian compressive force causing the

buckling, the following attempt sketched be1ow, in

Figure 5-10, was made:

FTGURE 5.].0 ALTERNATIVE CLAMP]NG ARRANGEMENT

At each clamp a thin strip made of an eLastic material

of low hysteresis was pJ.aced" BuÈ the resuLts come out

as mtrch in error as the previous results. Therefore,

a ccmplete redesign of these transducers ís necessary

but due to a lack of time, the redesign coul-d not be

done here .

. 5.1.3. Moment Test Results

Although the buckling phenomenon was easily

interpreEabl-e from the force test results, several ex-

periments were made under the application of an azí-

muthal moment, and it turns out that these results too

exhibit a buckling problem' A plot of these results

is shown in Figure D-8 "
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The pivoting moment test results shov¡ that

there is a real uncoupling between the moment M*z and

the force { b"c.ose no component Fh appêars in the

plot ín Figure D-9. It al-so appears that the effect

of the non syruûetrical responses of Èransducers t, 2

and 3 were merely cancelled by the computation so, in

effect, the slope ar, = ltz"/Nlz, is a constant value

!,rhether the momenÈ is positive or negative as it can

be seen in Figure D-9.

5 -2 Discussion

5.2.1. Problem Remedies

Although the unexpected buckling phenomenon

destroys the usefulness of Èhe particular arrangement

of the transducers 4, 5 and 6' the sensitivity of the

principle employing the cantilever transducers has

been shown to be sufficient to allow the measurement

of. forces in the range of those encountered in dental

appliances. It appears possible that only smal.I

changes in the geometry of the cantilever of the trans-

ducers 4, 5 and 6 need to be made to alloht buckling

to be avoided, thus yielding an instrument design

capable of meeting most of the requirements stated

in Chapter 3 of the thesis "
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The problem of non symmetrícal response which

arose wíth transducers t, 2 and 3 was shown to be Pri-

marily a problem of accurate assernbly and machining.

Sufficient care and the use of high accuracy machin-

ing techniques shouLd be able to reduce errors from

this source. Thus there is every reason to believe

that if :

a. The transducers 4, 5 and 6 are

redesigned without reducing

their bending sensitivitY in

such a way that they are not

subjected to a comPression

force in the buckling range

as the type shown below in

Figure 5-11 would PermiÈ

PROPOSED }II]DIFICATION
TO TYPE B TRANSDUCER

$ggeste d Tronsducer of lYPe B

FIGURE 5-11
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b. The transducer clamps are

pínned and. are machined with

great tolerance and have a

non-slip clamping surface.

The total discrepancies of about 208 observed in the

force test (see plot in Figure D-3 ) should become

in the order of an acceptable accuracy, hopefufLy

under 58.

By measuring the "floatj-ng" zone displace-

ment of the center o of the instrument due to the

gap present at each of the three contacts, it rn/as

found that the maximum geometrical distortion under

a maximum load. was 0.2 mm in the horizontal plane in-

stead of being 0.1- mm. This amount of distortion at

the level of the required appliance test accuracy is

st.iL1 very satisfactory and therefore the use of ad-

justable contacts for transducers 1, 2 and 3 is nob

necessary. It is important here to mention that

l-imitations of the avail-ability of machining facil-

ities and manpower did not pernit achieving the de-

sign proposal, and did not allow the evaluation of

the instrument in the second hemisphere. Tt must be

kept in mind that in the final development, instru-

ment testing equipment permitting coverage of the

entire sphere is necessary.
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In summary, by the excellent value of the

coefficients of correlatíon in general, the transdu-

cers of the instrument have proved to be of a good

and accurate linearity' and the vibration method as

wel-I as the means of vibrating the instrument shor.t

that the stiction problem has successfully been over-

come.

5.2.2. Reconmendations for the
Appliance Te s ti ncr

Before any test of appliance could be done

with this instrument, a device for activating any ap-

pliance must be designed and an approach for treat-

ing and analysing the appliance test data must be de-

veLoped. fn view of this requirement, a number of

recommendations may be made to define the main design

requirements of the activating device and to have an

idea of hor^r the appliance test dat,a may be treated.

The activating device must all-ow an appli-

ance to be activated in the three spatial directions,

i. e.: x, y and z, and in the three spatial rotations,

i. e.: O, Y and Q. However ' for technical convenience,

a simultaneous excitation of the six components of

the activation which can be expressed by an assembly-

vector {fi} is nct necessary, knowing that any appli-

ance will be tested in its linear range. As already
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mentioned in ChapÈer 2, Etre device must permit acti-

vating an appliance with an accuracy of 0.1 mm in dis-

placement and of a few degrees in rotaE.ion and must

have a means of automatically assessing the component

magnitude of the activation vector {ñ}. At this

point it must be emphasized that the accuracy of the

r^¡hole instrument depends upon hornt r^¡ell the activating

device requirements are achieved "

With regard nor^t to the treatment of appJ-iance

test data, in view of the massive and. cumbersome amount

of data due to the great variety of appJ.iances, treat-

ment simil-ar to the one used for testing the instru-

ment performance coul-d be ernployed to define the per-

formances and the reliabiJ.ity of the appl,iances. Be-

fore going any furtherr it must, be mentioned that a1l

the appliances must be tested on a standard model

tooth placed at the center of resistance o of the in-

stïument in ord.er to aflow a comparison between the

appliances. Thus, in Iíght of Chapter 4, an appl-i-

ance will be successively tested by activating one

by one each of the six components of activating vec-

tor {È} and from each of these tests a regression

analysis will- be done for each of the six computed

output components of the force-systen {ì}. By
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checking the coefficient of Èhe regression line for

each analysis, one knows, r¡¡ithin the accuracy of the

ins trument with its associated activating device,

lrith !.rhat. degree of confidence the results can be

entrusted. Then by gatheríng all the slope values

from the thirty-six different analyses, under a ma-

trix form, one obtains the stiffness matrix tBI of

any tested appliance" The matrix [B] can be taken

as the transfer funcÈion of the appliance if an ap-

pl-iance is considere<l as a system E ÍìIhich can be

characterized by:

tôt = rs: tfil
By testing many appliances of the same Èype and of the

same dimension wíthin the manufacturing toLerance, one

can see within \^rhat tolerance each matrix coefficient

b. varies and therefore can quantitatively describerl
the reliability of the tested appliances in general .

The orbhodontist researchers may thus interpret the

coefficients of the tested appliances and display

those results in a form designed to aid pracLicing

orthodontists in the selection of an appliance to be

used to correct a particular malocclusion"
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6. CONCLUSION

Although the discussion in Chapter 5 has men-

tioned the difficulties encountered and given remedies

for these difficulties, the work done in this thesis

has shown satisfactorily that the principle upon which

the instrument is based is workable" Due to the suc-

cessful overcorning of the stiction problem at the con-

tact of the transducers 1, 2 and 3 and to the straight-

forward remed.íes to the problem of buckling in the

transducers 4, 5 and 6, and. of the non symmetrical

response of the transd.ucers in general, the technique

used in this principle has proved to be more appro-

priate to the Èesting of dental appliances than other

approaches to the problem because it employs only kno\^'n

technology and requires less development.

The Present instrument measures the forces

up to a maximum of 100 gf to t108 within the inves-

tigated hemisphere and has a geometrical- distortion

at the maximum load of 0.2 mm" Since the limitations

of the workshop facilities have not permitted achieve-

ment of the required redesign, the moments could not

be bes ted.
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In view of this work and of the recommend-

ation made concerning the testing of appliances, it

is apparent that a computer vrith its associated equip-

ment defined in Chapters 3 and 4 is required to con-

trol the test procedure, to assess the input to out-

put data, to compute and check the val-idity of the

experimental results, and to analyse and display the

final results in a suitable orthodontic form.

In sumnary, for the further studies aiming

to develop this insÈrument, not only a complete in-

vestigation of the whol-e sphere must be done, but

also an actívating device wíthin the requirements

mentioned in Chapter 5 must be designed and an anal-

ysis of the treatment and display of the appliance

test data must be developed before the instrument

becomes operational and of general usefulness to the

orthodontist researchers "
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APPENDIX A

DATA ACQUISITION

Among the six hundred channels that the Data

Acquisition System (D.A.S.) has available, only eight.

are used. for the complete drive of the experiments.

Six channel-s (#3 to #8 Ín Figure A-1) are provided

for monitoring the six instrument transducer outputs "

One channel (#1 in Figure A-l) records the input volt-
age v of the bridges when the switch is on position I
and triggers the vibration when the switch is on posi-

tion 2 before taking any reading. One channel ({}2 in
Fígure A-I) is used. for assessíng the outputs of the

testing force transducer as mentioned in Chapter 4.

The accuracy of the D. A. S. is up to tuv \^rhen the scan-

ner speed is lower Èhan 50 ms per channe3., thus per-

mitting us to use the r.¡theatstone bridges as direct
read-outs" The resistances Rl and R2 are bhe un-

strained resistances of the six bridges mounted in
paralle1 as Figure A-l shows. The entire control- of
the D.A.S. scanner is accompJ-ished by the computer

through its B.U.S. with respect to the program com-

mands defining all the experimental procedure steps

shown in Chapter 4.
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I

DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM

SCAN NE R

ITRANSDUCERirzl'..
lExctrERl-* vibrot¡on .

!¡¡g e nds :

R I ,2,3 ¡ Fi.¡re Resistonces.
R, ond Rg 1,2,3,4,5,6: Stroin-çges
V.: lnput volîoge-

TIGURE A-]- TRANSDUCER AND CONTROL CTRCUÏTS

DIGITAL

VOLTMHTER
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APPENDIX B.I

DATA ASSESSMENT PROGRAM

only if the reader is famil-iar with the

BASIC language and \^ri th the connands used by the

HP9830 compu her will he fully understand the program

displayed on page 87. The program has six subrou-

tines; tvro deal with the vibration com¡nand (subrou-

tine 1690 and 1780), one rvíth the power supply check

(subroutine 1860), one with the testing force trans-

ducer control (subroutine l-980), anoÈher one with the

angular computation. (subrouËine 2050) and one with

the plotbing function (subroutine 22701 . The lines

from 780 to 860 show what data are stored on tapê

and what their: assigned positions are within the

matrix [D]. The matrix [D] can store t$renty exper-

imental sets of data. The string variables A$ and

Dg select with respect to the experimental specifica-

Èions required in lines 140 and 240 the type of test
(force or moment test), the experimental- conditions

(Al, À2) and the testing technique using the dead-

weight (1ine 660) or the load spring technique (sub-

routine 19S0). The program possesses a selection of

conrputed variabl-es (line 520) which during the moni-
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toring process can be plotted against the vafue de-

fined by P on the program page (1ine 220 or 640 or

690) characterizing the force or moment magnitude

under test.

The remainder of the program is just for

the apparatus check and the B.U.S. com¡nands for send-

ing and receiving messages to or from the devices

connected to the computer.
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APPENDIX 8.2

THE DATA TREATMENT PROGRAM

The complete program r^/ill not be shown for

the reasons mentioned. in Chapter 4. Hohrever ' the

part of the program which has been altered and which

deals with the calibration, the computat.ion and the

selection of variables to be analysed by the regres-

sion method using the l-east square technique are dis-

played on lines 320, 4OO,560 and 750 of the subpro-

gram, page 94" These variables are stored in two

matrices IEI and tPl. The matrix tEl is reserved for

the raw data, i. e,: the transducer responses, whereas

the matrix tPl is reversed to the computed variables"

The cal-ibration coefficients can be seen on lines

from 160 to 210 and the computat,ion on lines from 220

to 3OO with respect Lo the set of equations (page 9).

A plotting function is inserted on line J-130 to per-

mit a visual- check .
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APPENDÏX C

THE TESTTNG FORCE TRAI'IS DUCER

As already mentioned, a force È requires

the measurement. of the deflectíon ô of a spring,

that is:

F = kô (c-1)

A Linear VoJ.Èage Differential Transformer (L.V.D.T.)

r^¡as used in order to convert linearly the displace-

ment ô to a difference of potential vr as the fol1ow-

ing formula expresses:

(c-2)

By this means, one has a way to automatically assess

the magnitude of the force Ë if the L.V.D.T. is cou-

pl-ed to a channel- of the D.A.S" (channel #2., Figure

A-1). The spring in our case ís a cantilever coupled

to the L.V.D.T. shaft as Figure C-1, below, shows.

ô = lvt

lnput

Vdtog e

Oulpul
Volloge
VI

Elost¡c
Beom

cl-$.SS thu

Shof t Tronsmill in0
The Force F

FIGURE C-I THE L.V.D.T. FORCE TRAI{SDUCER
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If one rtorks in the linear range of the cantilever

material and of the I.V.D.T., one can see that by

substituting equation C-l into c-2 ' v¡e have:

F = Àkv I (c-3)

hThere Àk ís the coefficient of transduction. By the

calibration rnade by means of a scale accu.rate to

L/IO of a gram, it was found that Àk \,tas equaf to

157 thus J. gf corresponds to l- m.V and by examin-

íng the scatter of the plot of r against vl' sho\"tn

in Figur:e c-2, the transduce:: sensitivity was found

to be 1.5 gf, limiting the test of the instrument to

that degree of sensitivity. However¡ a better sen-

sítivity may have been achieved if the cantilever

were made with more accuracy, but withj.n the work-

shop faciJ-ities and the limitation of resources, the

best vras achieved"

It. is worth noting that before arriving at

this final so]-ution which uses a I,.V.D.T. sensitive

to 10-6 mm defLection' an attempt was made to use a

L.v.D.T. sensitive to 0.1 ¡nn¡. Irlithin this sensitiv-

ity, and in order to cover the rangê of force desired,

E /E = 1OO, a motion of 6 = 0.1 x 100 = l0 ntn
mtn max

was requiredr thus requiring the use of a coil spring

and it, follor¡s that a preload of the spring was nec-
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essary. The calibration of this form of transducer

exhibits a dead zone force due to a L2 gf of neces-

sary prel-oad and exhibited a very inconsistent sen-

sitivíty due partly to the large motion of the spring.

Thus, in order to extend the test range and to in-

crease accuracy of results' the change of type of

transducer was made "
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APPENDTX D

RESUTTS

The folfowing pages present the tables and

the pLots of the results of the vibration efficacl'

and of the instrument performances in the investi-

gated hemisphere, taking into consideratíon the cal"-

ibration coefficients ki, page 68.
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TABLE D_I

slope "a" of the regression analysis of the force

transducer responses on the test force FT

a = c.,/FT

Tra ns duc e r
Re s pon s e

A' 
_TA\ c1 c2 c3

o
o

,ìo

3oo

60o

900

l2oo

r5oo

1800

2loo

2 400

27 00

3ooo

33oo

-0.060

-0.339

-o .57 4

-0.652

-0.551

-0.337

-0.o04

o . 2 50

o.457

0.546

o .460

0 . 2 30

0.588

o.60 3

o .522

o.294

-0.004

-o.353

-o.599

-0.689

-o.483

-o -297

0.oo7

o.363

-0.495

-0 . 2 8B

0 "04s

o.329

o.494

o - 662

0.569

o"35r

o.046

-o.239

-o . 465

-0.578
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TABLE D-2

Slopes "a" and coefficients of correlation "r2" of the
regression line of the computed force Fc on the test
force FT

A2

A1

o
o

o30 450 6oo ?50 900

-oU
a

2r
o.946
0.998

1.002
o.998

o.996
o -997

o .9 19

o .999

0 .9 84

0.999
o.9'7A

o.997

30o a
2r

o.92L
o.997

o.915
0.999

o .992
o -997

o .9 30

o.999
0.988
0.999

6oo a
2r

o.950
0 .99 B

0.917
o.999

o.936
o.999

o.926
o.999

o.992
o.999

90() a
2

lî

0.965
o .99 7

0.930
0.999

o.916
o.998

0:918
o.999

o.990
o.999

l"2oo a

r
0.900
0.998

o .964
o.999

o .910
o.998

o.932
o.999

1.00 7

o.999

L500 a
2î

1.OO2

o.997
o.953
o.999

o.941
0 .999

o.944
o.998

1.O31

o .999

lBOo a
2r

1.0 r0
o .99 7

o.919
o.999

0.918
0.999

o.979
o-999

o.994
0 .999

21oo a
2

T

0.990
o.999

o.930
0.999

0 .9 40

0.999
o.964
o.999

0.990
o -99 7

2 400
a

2r
o.815
0.998

0 .9 39

o.999
0.951
0.999

o -9 L7

0.987
o.9'70
o-995

2700 a
2r

0.8r4
o.998

o.958
o.997

0 .9 40

0.999
o"933
o.978

0"957
o-995

3ooo a
2r

0 " 800

0.998
0.9s9
0.998

0.961
0 .9 88

o .9 19

o.985
0.983
0.994

330o a
2t

o.883
o - 999

t.oo8
o.999

r.o07
0.996

0.973
0.99s

0.968
o.999
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TABLE D-3

Slopes .r* of the regression analysis of the computed

force Fx" on the test force !'T

a=FxlFFx c' T

A2

AI

o
o 30o 450 60

o __o
T5 900

oo

300

600

900

r200

1500

IBOO

2too

240o

27 00

30oo
o

330

0.9 38

o-77r

o"413

-0.030

-o .432

-0 - 879

-1.O12

-o.901.

-0.458

-0.050

o . 40I

0.816

0.900

0 .709

0.388

-o.o12

-0 . 4 75

-o.734

-o.806

-0.679

-o . 39I

o.102

o.485

0.805

o - 725

o.595

o - 312

-0-o0B

-o.360

-0 " 591

-o -669

-0 .609

-0 - 337

-o-015

o .404

0.675

o -492

o.434

o -227

-0.or0

-0.238

-o.396

-o. 515

-0.483

-0 .265

-o.o32

o .237

o - 437

0.20 3

o.167

o.oB7

-o . o I B

-o.130

-o -254

-0"238

-o -242

-0 - 189

-o. o 35

0.10 3

o -192

-o.o22
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TABLE D-4

SJ.ope aru of the regression analysis of the computed

force Fyc on the test force FT

unv = FY./l't

A2

AI
oo 3oo 45o 6oo 7so 9oo

oo

3oo

60o

9oo

r.2oo

150o

lgoo

2too

24oo

27 00

30oo

33oo

o . l0 7

0 . 49 6

0.857

0.964

0 . 79 6

o.492

-o.01.0

-0.419

-0.675

-0.8I5

-o.689

-o.338

o.013

0.364

0 .69I

O, BI3

o .707

o , 419

o.037

-0.460

-o.72I

-0.835

-o.69 3

-o.4r7

-0 .012

0. 376

0 , 5 80

o.641

0.543

o.366

0 . o l0

-o.326

-o .612

-o .67 7

-0.587

-o.3ta

-0.014

0 . 19 2

0. 390

0 .4r7

0. 362

o.244

-o . o 2 3

-0.261

-o .425

-0.528

-o .457

-o - 216

0 .00 4

0.143

o.244

o.262

0.255

0.185

-o .0 3 3

-o"125

-0.235

-0.255

-o.228

-o - t22

-o.o07
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SYMBOLS I

Q: A2:75o
a:428600
orA2:450
9;42Ê3Oo
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TABLE D-5

51ope a¡z of the regression analysís of the computed

force Fzc on the test force FT

a = Fz /EFz c' I

A2

Àl
oo 300 4 50

a)
60 750 9oo

c)
o

300

6oo
.'

90

r200

15oo

lao-

2100

2400

270Õ

30oo

3300

0.085

o . 101

o . o 80

o.060

o.035

-o.001

-o . 0 2 3

-o.034

-o.o27

-0.023

-0.o05

o.o43

o .457

o .457

0.458

0 .460

0 .45 ¡.

o.445

0.4s1

o.456

0.456

0.567

o.508

o.444

0.687

o.707

0.666

0 .655

o "646

0.641

o.638

0.650

0 .648

0 .65 5

o.737

o .67 A

o.78I

0 . 79I

o.8r2

o.820

0.828

o.424

0.836

o.797

o.765

o.770

o.815

o .909

0.969

o .9 69

o.959

o.955

o.970

0.988

o.968

o.952

0.928

o.922

o.95I

o "948

o.964
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COMPUTED MO MEN TS
(MM -GF}

SYM BOLS :

+: MOME N T

V: MO[4ENT

s : MOMENT

t000
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FIGURE D-8
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